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 2 • Behind the Beast

PREAMBLE & DISCLAIMERS
The game is designed as entertainment that includes the goal of helping 
educate/raise awareness of the issues surrounding psychological trauma. 
Although playing the Beast of Gévaudan can be entertaining, the topic 
of psychological trauma is a serious matter, and the game never makes 
light of the subject. In fact, it is the use of the game that allows learning 
about psychological trauma to be more subtle, nuanced and appreciated 
due to the subject not being overtly forced on participants. Experien-
tial learning is the process of learning through reflection on doing. The 
learning is active versus passive. People construct their own understand-
ing of the world by experiencing things and reflecting on those experi-
ences. When encountering something new, the person must reconcile 
it with their previous constructs, maybe changing what they believe. 
Hence why experiential learning is a powerful method to address stigma 
and dispel the myths surrounding mental health issues.
Although this game has the intention to also teach and educate regard-
ing the mental health issues related to psychological trauma, it is in no 
way intended to replicate exactly the experience of people with trauma 
and stress related disorders. The elements within the game are more of 
an emulation/simulation to help people empathize and understand these 
conditions, dispel myths, and battle the stigma surrounding them. The 
game includes images from the 18th century depicting the Beast and 
the world at that time; no modern graphic violence, nudity, or profan-
ity is contained in this game. It has been designed for youth and older 
audiences.
The game is intended for the general public or education and mental 
health awareness, and not intended to be used as a therapeutic mo-
dality. It may be that some people who play the game, after reflection, 
have had undiagnosed psychological trauma issues of their own, or re-
alize a friend or family does. It is hoped that anyone affected this way 
would seek out appropriate health care providers to assess and provide 
support if that is the case. Included at the end of this document are a list 
of resources for those who wish to find out more about these conditions 
or wish to seek help.
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The game mechanics were all developed from adhering to the theme/
history of the Beast of Gévaudan, as well as contributing to showcasing 
aspects of psychological trauma. The material that follows is intended 
for players to reflect on their experiences of gameplay, and through such 
reflection, be able to emphasize and understand more about those who 
deal with psychological trauma.
One thing to also remember is that this is a game! Players are taking on 
the roles of hunters who are tasked to destroy the Beast and deal with the 
pressures of 18th century politics. What would that character do? In reali-
ty, most players likely have never hunted an animal, plotted like Machia-
velli, or hurt another soul! Players should remind themselves during play 
if feeling negative emotions related to competition and players’ schemes 
to win, that this is a game! Also, if a person does not like playing com-
petitive games, the Beast of Gévaudan may not be a good fit for them. 
People should never feel forced to play a game or participate in a simu-
lation! Some people hate dice games, some people hate chess, and so on! 
That being said, this game has been extensively play-tested and people 
who enjoy a level of medium complexity with immersive elements have 
universally enjoyed it!
The following material is for those who want to peek behind the curtain 
of the game design process, see how the game elements can be used to 
reflect on trauma, or are just curious! 

A FEW NOTES ON PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA
The effects of psychological trauma have been recorded from humani-
ty’s earliest history. Although often linked to how people reacted to the 
horrors of war, it emerged clearly that any event experienced intensely, 
to where a person’s coping mechanisms are overwhelmed, can result in 
creating trauma and stress related conditions. 
The first records of psychological trauma come from the ancient Egyp-
tians, and the Greek historian Herodotus described the conditions more 
fully, over two thousand years ago. Attempts to name the condition oc-
curred in the 17th century, such as ‘nostalgia’ and ‘homesickness’. During 
the American Civil War, terms of ‘soldier’s heart’ and ‘neurasthenia’ were 
used. During World War I, ‘shell shock’ was recognized. During World 
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War II, ‘combat fatigue’ and ‘combat neurosis’ were coined. Non-war re-
lated events were also recognized to cause similar conditions in people, 
such as when faced by natural disasters, including after the Great Fire of 
London of 1666. Survivors from concentration camps from WWII also 
developed trauma and stress related conditions.
Over the last few decades, psychological trauma became more recog-
nized as a crucial factor in the development of, or association with, a 
variety of mental health issues, including anxiety, depression, mood dys-
regulation, dissociation, and the attempt to self-medicate through the 
use of substances or turning to maladaptive behaviors. The most recent 
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders fi-
nally gave an entire section/category in the book devoted to trauma and 
stressor-related disorders.
A definition to keep in mind from SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and 
Mental Health Services Administration) is that psychological trauma re-
sults from “an event, series of events, or set of circumstances that is experi-
enced by an individual as physically or emotionally harmful or life threaten-
ing and that has lasting adverse effects on the individual’s functioning and 
mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual well-being.”
Traumatic experiences could involve a threat to life or safety, but any sit-
uation that overwhelms a person’s ability to cope can create trauma. It’s 
not the objective circumstances that determine whether an event is trau-
matic; rather it is the subjective cognitive and emotional experiences of 
the event. Trauma, including one-time, multiple, or long-lasting repet-
itive events, affects everyone differently. The symptoms can manifest in 
a variety of ways, including rage, aggression, dissociation, depression, 
emotional numbness, suicidal thoughts, hyperarousal issues, and more. 
The effects of trauma can be subtle, and insidious. Intrusive thoughts 
and re-experiencing phenomena often can occur with stimuli that trig-
gers memories of the event. The emotional dysregulation often tends 
to extremes of being either overwhelmed with extreme feelings or sup-
pressed/numbed feelings. This often leads to maladaptive coping strate-
gies such as avoidance, substance use and other behavioral disturbances.
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WHY USE A GAME TO TEACH ABOUT 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA?
Victoria Marsick said ‘Learning is primarily the way in which people 
construct meaning in their personal and shared organizational lives.’ 
It is much easier to help learners acquire knowledge and skills about 
mental health issues than it is to help them develop healthy attitudes 
towards and empathic capacity for dealing with people suffering from 
mental health issues. Attitudinal factors and values have an impact on 
professionalism, communication, and collaboration capacities in a per-
son. Providing people the opportunity to experience, through game-
play, emulations of specific psychiatric conditions can help them develop 
their empathic capacity as well as modify their attitudes towards people 
dealing with mental health concerns. The use of simulations and games 
allow experiences that can be used for reflection to help dispel myths, 
battle stigma, and raise awareness of mental health issues. However, due 
to myths and stigma, often taking a direct approach i.e. ‘we are going 
to do an experience so you can learn about psychological trauma’ can 
often get people’s guard up and provoke resistance to engaging in such 
an experience. It is this author’s own experience that using games and 
simulations that blend entertainment and education, and allow the play-
ers to encounter the intended material to be learned in an indirect way 
and as part of the process of engaging in play, that can often bypass such 
resistance. It also allows the material to enter the mind in a more con-
textual way, as well as associated with a positive experience. Thus, when 
taking a very stressful and often heavy topic to teach, such as psycholog-

ical trauma, the importance of how to drill 
down to essential concepts and use them 

to drive game mechanics development, 
yet allow some distance and displace-
ment to allow for entertainment and 
enjoyable gameplay is crucial. That is 
why the Beast of Gévaudan has been 
in development for over three years 

before it was felt it was ready to be 
shared with the world.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 
INFORMED GAME DESIGN 

NOTES
The following attempts to explain how and why the game design ele-
ments were chosen to help emulate and illuminate concepts relevant to 
psychological trauma.

THE ILLUSION OF CONTROL—  
THE PURSUIT OF INFLUENCE 

‘Peace requires us to surrender our illusions of control.’  
- Jack Kornfield

Why is INFLUENCE the key resource and way to determine who wins 
at the end of the game? Influence is the capacity to have an effect on the 
character, development, or behavior of someone or something, or the 
effect itself. The development of psychological trauma conditions occurs 
when a person is confronted with a situation that demonstrates they not 
only have no control over it, but the stress from that event has also over-
whelmed their own abilities to cope with it. Powerlessness is an antonym 
of Influence. The essence of the game constantly challenges players to 
evaluate how much influence they truly have, the stress of trying to use 
their resources wisely, yet be confronted by situations from a variety of 
sources (menaces from hunts, threats from their own estates, and the 
machinations of their rival hunters) that can result in developing fear, 
vengeance, and a depletion in their ability to influence anything. 
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WINNER TAKES ALL—  
COMPETITIVE GAME PLAY

‘Unrestrained competition can drive people into  
actions that they would otherwise regret.’  

- George Soros 

The game is Competitive versus Collaborative. It may be in real life; the 
players are collaborative types. However, this game asks them to take on 
the burden of being competitive, which will help them further under-
stand the elements of how trauma can develop. Remember this is a game 
that includes artificial restrictions to achieve its aim! Competition is an 
element of stress tied into the development of trauma. Often people can 
compare themselves to colleagues, or worse, unrealistic ideals of how 
they should be, which drives them into situations 
that exposes them to unhealthy levels of stress. 
Also, people who develop trauma issues often feel 
they are alone, and no one else is in their situa-
tion, which drives them to hide their issues and 
often compete or work harder than even before. 
Another major reason the game is designed to be 
competitive, is that in the historical events of the 
Beast, almost all the key hunters were out to get 
the menace without cooperating with each other. 
Many were motivated by wanting fame, but many 
also just did not want to lose face. To admit defeat 
was a shameful thing, which ties into the develop-
ment of trauma. Some say many of the myths sur-
rounding the Beast were started and expanded on 
by the failed hunters to help explain why they were 
unsuccessful in stopping it. Note that players can 
choose to cooperate as needed to gain their person-
al objectives, which may lead to ‘ganging up’ and 
other strategies, which actually is something worth 
debriefing about i.e. does this happen at work? At 
school? It is likely, sadly, more common than peo-
ple wish to admit. 
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FACING THE UNKNOWN— 
THE MYSTERY OF THE BEAST’S IDENTITY

‘The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the  
oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown.’  

– H. P. Lovecraft

A major thematic aspect to the Beast of Gévaudan is one of trying to un-
cover, avoid and deal with the mysterious, the unexplained, and the un-
explored. The actual nature of the Beast is unknown, and only through 
great risk can clues to its identity be uncovered. One’s fellow Hunters 
appear to be aligned with various Estates in the realm, but all have secret 
patrons that can cause one’s rivals to act in mysterious ways and cause 
dramatic shifts in power.
Fear of the unknown is often considered one of, if not the, most funda-
mental fears. The lack of certainty, facts, and information allow a per-
son’s mind and imagination to fill in the blanks of a situation. The lack 
of knowing how to respond to a situation leads to an extreme feeling of 
powerlessness and can overwhelm a person’s ability to cope, emotionally 
or cognitively. A powerful fear response and the potential to be trauma-
tized can occur. In seeking explanations for dealing with a situation that 
shatters the illusion of their understanding of the world around them, a 
person will create any explanation, often wrong, just to give some mean-
ing to what they experienced. Any detail that can be remembered may 
become a trigger for the recall of the event, with associated traumatic 
responses. Thus if a person has a traumatic experience in the woods, 
by a stream, at night, by a fire, it is possible that person may find being 
surrounded by trees, hearing the babbling of a brook, being in the dark, 
or smelling wood burning triggers horribly overwhelming feelings and 
thoughts. The development of various phobias, anxieties, and other con-
ditions, and many subsequent maladaptive coping techniques to deal 
with them, such as substance use disorder development, are often tied 
to trauma. 
Discovering the Beast’s identity is balanced against the various forces the 
player’s hunters are involved with that wish to spin the narrative of that 
identity. This should raise concepts of ‘what is the truth?’ and ‘what is the 
value of telling or suppressing the truth, and for what purpose?’ Many 
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people do not discuss trauma issues because they are surrounded in cul-
tures that have various attitudes and cultural values that contain harmful 
stigma and myths surrounding mental health issues. Thus, people with 
trauma often also suppress their own feelings and thoughts, trying to 
keep it ‘unknown’ to themselves, having built up their own self-stigma 
due to being bombarded with these erroneous societal beliefs regarding 
psychological trauma.
Also, when faced with overwhelming stress, a person can create a false 
narrative that somehow, they are to blame for what has befallen them. 
It feels at the moment having any explanation is better than admitting 
there are unknown forces beyond a person’s control that shakes their 
construction of how the world is supposed to work. The ‘magical think-
ing’ of associating two separate things as causative versus coincidental 
leads to the nidus and development of self-blame and guilt. A person 
builds a ‘known’ explanation that is wrong to avoid facing the truth that 
may demonstrate the trauma was beyond their control to have antici-
pated or avoided.
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DIVIDED DUTIES—BALANCING LOYALTY, 
ALLEGIANCE, INTRIGUE AND ALLIES

‘Loyalty, when divided, is sharper than a blade and cuts both ways.’  
— Jeff Wheeler

The game creates an interplay between loyalties, allegiances, intrigues 
and potential sacrifices of one’s closest allies. This is in part to help em-
ulate the concept known as ‘moral injury’. Moral injury is a term that 
refers to when a trauma is experienced, a person also feels somehow re-
sponsible for the events where it contradicts their own deeply held moral 
beliefs, leading to psychological, emotional, and behavioral issues. Moral 
injuries can act to further intensify shame and guilt that often devel-
op as part of the trauma response. Examples may include witnessing a 
peer or leader act in horrific ways that violate one’s own personal values. 
Often the feeling of betrayal from the people they once felt they could 

trust develops. This concept also pertains 
to having the trauma shake the founda-
tions of a person’s personal belief systems 

and can create ex-
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istential crises on top of all the other issues as well. Moral injuries and 
the development of clinical trauma and stress related disorders are high-
ly overlapped, but the trauma conditions lead to additional symptoms. 
In the context of war, often people are faced with situations and expec-
tations not encountered in civilian life. For first responders, they must 
deal with crises and often have to triage in impossible conditions. For 
many years, various military, paramilitary, and healthcare professions 
and other groups often try to suppress and hide the grim facts that these 
experiences lead to psychological trauma. This leads to feelings of being 
betrayed on top of self-blame and taking responsibility for events beyond 
anyone’s control.
The gameplay elements of intrigue and having to serve the whims of 
various masters that may go against their personal allegiances attempts 
to emulate this aspect. For example, being punished by the Estates they 
serve, betrayed by colleagues, and expected to pull the wool over the 
eyes of the populace of France, despite the ongoing killings of the Beast. 
Some in the trauma field have coined the term ‘sanctuary trauma’ where 
an organization or force was expected to be a source of succour but turns 
out to be a source of trauma. At times, players may have to choose sac-
rificing an ally or a faithful animal companion for the success of their 
plans. These and other moral dilemmas and quandaries are present in 
the game.
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CHANCE AND CIRCUMSTANCE— 
INCLUDING A MODICUM OF RANDOMNESS

‘So much of life, it seems to me, is determined by pure randomness.’  
- Sidney Poitier 

Why are there random elements in the game? This relates to the illusion 
of control, and the erroneous belief of being able to control things be-
yond one’s abilities. The actual amount of randomness In the game is 
mitigated greatly by the numerous options a player can pursue to try to 
win the game. However, just like the game of poker, even when the odds 
are in your favour with a 99% chance of winning, 1% of the time some-
thing goes wrong. The dice rolls represent this reality of life. The act of 
rolling dice and facing the unknown outcome engages people’s psycho-
logical defences of ‘magical thinking’, a form of trying to convince one-
self you can control something that you can’t via some form of act e.g. 
blowing on the dice, saying a phrase, wearing a lucky shirt and so on. 
Part of the development of trauma issues is when a person, overwhelmed 
by the situation, decides in a form of magical thinking, to put the blame 
for what happened on themselves. In the moment, it is less fearful to cre-
ate an erroneous explanation for what happened than except the reality 
of being helpless and not being in control. 
Another aspect of creating stress through a wagering process is that 
found in the VIE PHASE. This element adds stress of putting up valu-
able resources, which when revealed, are lost. Although some psychol-
ogy can be used to try to anticipate other’s wagers, it is impossible to 
truly mind read another, and the potential loss can ruin a player’s best 
laid plans. The stress of taking something of value, weighing it against 
a possible outcome, with no guarantee and unclear consequences, will 
often engage a person into ‘magical thinking’ at the expense of logic. It 
is incredibly valuable to reflect on these thoughts and feelings, and how 
in the heat of the moment, one can lose one’s wisdom and subsequently 
lose much more as a result!
The Intrigue and Encounter cards are also randomly mixed. An option 
to ‘peek’ at what is coming up next can be done by going to various loca-
tions on the board but then this limits one’s abilities to make use of other 
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location abilities. Also, these ‘peeks’ only provide limited information. 
Thus, again, it ties into the feelings of having some sense of control, but 
not total control, which the game’s essence revolves about.

SHIFTING TRUTH— 
MANIPULATION OF THE OFFICIAL RECORD

‘When fake news is repeated, it becomes difficult  
for the public to discern what’s real.’  

- Jimmy Gomez

The formation of psychological trauma and its intensification is almost 
invariably linked to the shattering of trust. This is not just with people, 
but communities, organizations, and beyond. The ability to believe in 
something and hold it to be true is fundamental to daily interactions 
with others and navigating the world a person lives in. The various pow-
ers and estates in Gévaudan are not so much interested in uncovering the 
truth but putting forward a narrative that serves a purpose for various 
personal agendas. This has sadly been a common practice for thousands 
of years. People who serve such forces will often end up in moral dilem-
mas in having to falsify and twist the information of their masters. (See 
the divided duties section where 
this has been covered before.)
Not being able to trust someone 
who has power over you is an 
ever-present stress. Also, losing 
faith in news and proclamations 
being valid and reliable leads to 
not trusting the source. Then, 
as explained above in the fear of 
the unknown, people begin to 
fill in gaps with their own anx-
ious theories. The narratives and 
histories, giving different and 
conflicting information over 
time, can act to create the trau-
ma symptoms of the ‘foreshort-
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ened future’ and ‘omens’ where the future appears bleak and life feels 
meaningless. The lack of trust in the world undermines any self-confi-
dence and the ability to count on others in times of need. Thus, the Of-
ficial Record was designed to emulate the shifting narratives, false news, 
and manipulation of information, where the true identity of the Beast 
is not as important to the Estates as what the people must be led to be-
lieve it is.

THE PRESSURE OF PRIVILEGE— 
THE STRESS OF THE ‘FAVOURED’

‘It is good to vary in order that you may frustrate  
the curious, especially those who envy you.’ 

- Baltasar Gracian 

The First Player Privilege mechanic was to also highlight the stress of 
being the one put in charge of a major task and to gain many perks for 
acquiring this honour. However, this can make one a target for woe in 
a toxic ‘work’ environment. Toxic workplaces can often contribute to 
the development of psychological stress and trauma. Such environments 
include the organization not having clear goals or values, the actions 
expected do not align with the values that are espoused, colleagues are 
competitive and not collaborative, and in fact often backstab to rise in 
rank. The political, religious and economic forces of Gévaudan made it a 
chaotic realm where collaboration was not first and foremost the way of 
doing things! Holding the Privilege Token during a round represents the 
player’s Hunter has been made chief hunter. However, as is evident from 
the other aspects of the game, the powers above do not really care what 
the Beast is, just that it is dealt with and the people are placated the way 
the powers wish. The other Hunters may help at 
times but probably wish their colleagues crash 
and burn so they can become the most In-
fluential of all.
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DON’T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD— 
SUSPICION ROLLS

‘There are weapons that are simply thoughts. For the record, 
prejudices can kill and suspicion can destroy.’ 

- Rod Serling 

In addition to not letting a person buy all the supplies without some 
consequence, the Suspicion Roll is based on actual events during the 
saga of the Beast, as described in the rulebook. This mechanic also ties 
into the concept of the mistrust of people’s motives; fearing that certain 
actions are conducted to bring about further harm rather than help a 
situation. As explained in numerous sections above, the impairment of 
trust is often a focal factor in the development and ongoing sustainment 
of psychological trauma issues. 

THE VICTIMS OF THE BEAST—ENCOUNTERS 
AND DIRECT/INDIRECT TRAUMA

‘Most of the images of reality on which we base our  
actions are really based on vicarious experience.’  

-Albert Bandura 

The Encounter Phase primarily involves the Hunters coming across the 
aftermath of the Beast’s activities. It emulates hearing about grisly at-
tacks and seeing survivors with ghastly wounds or mutilated corpses. In 
addition, tall tales of the Beast having invincible powers abound. The 
information gathered can be used to try to spin the narrative of what 
the Beast is but it is also a small emulation of the concept of ‘vicarious 
traumatization’ as well as noting that seeing the remains of a kill can be 
a source of overwhelming stress.
Vicarious traumatization refers to people being affected by experiencing 
the effects on others who have been more directly traumatized. This in-
cludes hearing horrific reports and graphic details of a person’s trauma, 
seeing the emotional and physical damage of the effects of trauma on 
another, registering mentally the number of cases of people suffering 
from a traumatic situation, and similar situations that make a person 
feel overwhelmed from dealing with the stress of such encounters. See-
ing the corpses of the dead who suffered a horrendous end may be con-
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sidered more than putting someone at risk of vicarious traumatization, 
but actually a more direct stress of a primary traumatic event. Many first 
responders and healthcare providers are often exposed to both types of 
potential traumatization. Usually the symptoms of vicarious traumatiza-
tion are less intense than that of direct traumatization, but still consist of 
similar trauma reactions, and can lead a person to be unable to function. 
Due to stigma that surrounds mental health, many people who suffer 
from vicarious traumatization even in the healthcare fields often avoid 
seeking help. Also, feeling unable to help oneself or others can lead to 
forms of ‘moral injury’ (see Divided Duties, above).
Although in the Beast of Gévaudan, the Encounter phase and Encounter 
cards have no overt game effects as compared to failing Intrigue and/or 
Hunt Rolls, they can be considered the ongoing background, indirect 
stresses from the Hunters absorbing more and more information about 
the trauma the Beast has caused, as well as how the various Estates seem 
to not really care about the overall wellbeing of the population. When 
a Fear Penalty or other negative effect occurs from a Failed Intrigue or 
Hunt Roll, it is the cumulative effect of the stresses along with a severe 
traumatic event that overwhelms the coping mechanisms and creates sig-
nificant psychological trauma, as well as possible moral injuries. 
The Encounter cards also tie into the pressures of limited resources of 
time and material supplies. (See Countdown to the Final Confrontation 
later in this document.)

ON THE FRONT LINE— 
HUNTING THE MENACES OF 

GÉVAUDAN
‘Courage is soldiers fighting on the front 
line, or people living on the bread line.’  

- Hugh Grant

The act of hunting goes back to the 
dawn of humankind. There is a vast 
difference between ethical hunting, 

hunting for survival, hunting to pro-
tect human life, and hunting for pure 
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sport for killing. It should be noted that the Players have hunting parties 
that are out to destroy a menace that threatens human lives, and not for 
sport! In modern times, there is a rising anti-hunting sentiment, where 
some claim people who hunt have mental health issues. It is said hunt-
ing is cruel to animals. It may be that some people are sadistic, but it is 
likely manifested in more than just hunting alone. This game and this 
document cannot properly address such a major debate, but players may 
find the issue something worthy of discussing after a gaming session.
The Hunters when hunting in the game can be seen as related to the 
front-line and first responders to dangers, we have in our own society i.e. 
EMS, police, firefighters and more. The Hunters must travel through-
out Gévaudan, entering various environments with different degrees of 
hazard. Despite the best preparations, any hunt may lead to the devel-
opment of Fear, Terror and Horror.

RESPONSES—FEAR & VENGEANCE 
‘Pain is pain, hurt is hurt, fear is fear,  

anger is anger, and it has no color.’  
- Iyanla Vanzant 

To emulate how trauma conditions disrupt the function-
ality of a person, the game elements of Fear and Vengeance 

were developed. There are a myriad of trauma reactions that can de-
velop in a person, but most revolve around emotional dysregulation, 
anxiety, dissociation, and cognitive distortions. The Fear Tokens rep-
resent the anxiety, hypervigilance, avoidance, depression, flashbacks, 
and nightmares a person can develop. To represent the disruption 
these symptoms can cause, a Hunter who has developed Fear has 
penalties which are applied to all of their dice rolls. Another reaction 
to trauma can be one of anger, rage, and an attempt to overcompen-
sate, often leading to further potential traumatic events. This is em-
ulated by the Vengeance Token, where if a player sacrifices an 
Ally, the Hunter develops a quest for revenge to help block 
out the painful memories and possible self-blame and guilt 
for their friend’s death e.g. ‘survivor’s guilt’.
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FROM THE CITY TO THE DARKEST WILDS— 
TRAUMA CAN OCCUR ANYWHERE

‘Fear is the foundation of safety.’ - Tertullian

Although the game is set to allow more of a chance to be exposed to 
more stress and danger the deeper one goes into Gévaudan, there is no 
place fully safe from the potential of being traumatized. This is to re-
mind people that even in a modern urban city, with the proper circum-
stances, an event can be experienced as traumatic. Even in Mende, the 
city where at least one can be free of the dangers of a Hunt gone awry, 
it is still possible to acquire a Fear penalty through Intrigue or an inqui-
sition! For some, the dark alleys of a city may hold more terror than a 
clearing in the woods.

CREATURE COMFORTS— 
CANINE & EQUINE REMEDIES

‘Because of the dog’s joyfulness, our own  
is increased. It is no small gift.’  

- Mary Oliver

Back in the 18th century, psychological trauma was not as understood 
as it is today. The various grounding techniques, cognitive approaches, 
emotional regulation, and other evidence-based approaches were not yet 
developed. However, the bond and con-
nections with animals had been noted 
to assist with mood and anxiety even be-
fore the times of the Beast. Although ‘an-
imal-assisted therapy’ was also not truly 
developed for ages to come, the bonds 
made between humans, ca-
nines and horses was recog-
nized to help with physical 
and mental well-being. The 
American Veterinary Medical 
Association (AMVA) supports that 
the human-animal bond has existed 
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for thousands of years and defines it as ‘a mutually beneficial and dy-
namic relationship between people and animals that is influenced by 
behaviours that are essential to the health and well-being of both. This 
includes, but is not limited to, emotional, psychological, and physical 
interactions of people, animals, and the environment.’ No doubt prehis-
toric humans had developed a relationship with the ancestors of mod-
ern-day canines, for dealing with the terrors of those times. The first 
intentional use in using animals to assist with healing dates to the 9th 
century. By the late 18th century, animals were being used in various 
settings for mental and physical health, by including interactions with 
dogs and horses as part of an overall treatment approach. Eventually in 
1830, the British Charity Commission endorsed the use of animals for 
mental institutions. Thus, the game has included the faithful hound and 
the trusty steed for being available as more than just an item for hunting 
but as living beings whose presence can help reduce some of the effects 
of anxiety, depression and trauma symptoms. The reader is encouraged 
to read more on specific canine and equine therapy to learn more, which 
is beyond the scope of this game design notes document.
SOBRIQUETS FOR ANIMAL COMPANIONS— 
MAKING THE BONDS STRONGER

‘I poured spot remover on my dog. Now he’s gone.’  
- Steven Wright 

Why are the animal companions given 
names? To promote more of a connec-
tion with the simulated animals, so 
that it may evoke emotional responses 
to having to use one to avoid trouble. 
In other games this author has played, 
he has noted other players will take 
damage to their own character be-
fore letting their in-game dog take any 
wounds from enemies!
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MISTREATED ANIMALS— 
A COMMENT ON THE WAR-DOG

‘Money will buy a pretty good dog, but  
it won’t buy the wag of his tail.’  

- Josh Billings

For the caninophiles, the inclusion of the rabid war-dog as one of the 
possible Identities of the Beast may cause them dismay. The history of 
using dogs for war goes back thousands of years for use in the battles 
of ancient civilizations. Usually they were used as sentries and taken on 
patrols. However, they were also used in battles. In ancient times, many 
dogs would be equipped with spiked armour or collars to increase their 
ability to destroy the enemy. Some dogs were seen as heroic warriors 
and one example included a hound that fought at the Battle of Mara-
thon and was commemorated in a mural. Some dogs would stand by 
their master’s slain body to guard it on the field of battle. Dogs were still 
used in battle during the time of the Beast, mostly as guard dogs. In the 
case of the Beast of Gévaudan being a war-dog, the following reasons 
may explain why it was aggressive and killed. It may have been due to 
a medical issue, such as contracting rabies, which affects 
a dog’s mental abilities. Perhaps the reader may 
remember ‘Old Yeller’ and cried after the dog 
contracted rabies after saving the lives of most 
of the cast. However, worse is the fact that 
many dogs that are mistreated with cruel-
ty can also make them aggressive. It 
may be that a human trained the 
dog through various cruel means 
to become a killer and let it loose 
to wreak havoc on Gévaudan. 
Dogs can also be affected by trau-
ma, which can make them ag-
gressive and fearful, which may 
have been acquired at the hands of 
a vicious human.
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FORTES AS PSYCHO-SOCIAL-CULTURAL 
‘TRAP SETTING’

‘Man is the only kind of varmint sets his  
own trap, baits it, then steps in it.’  

- John Steinbeck

Each Hunter has a ‘Forte’ or strength. These were actually to highlight 
how the use of social, political, religious, and cultural factors can be 
wielded to ‘hunt’ and/or ‘trap’ people. Each also is associated with ele-
ments that can contribute to the development or worsening of psycho-
logical stress and trauma. The interesting thing about the Fortes is that 
a Hunter can be caught up in the ‘trap’ they set themselves if they step 
on it! This is not uncommon when people fall prey to being trapped in 
a cycle of trauma, which involves themselves and others.

Invite / Soiree 

‘It has been said that social occasions are only warfare 
concealed. Many prefer it more honest – more open.’ 

- Khan (Star Trek: The Original Series,  
Episode: ‘Space Seed’)

This Forte represents the use of social status, class, cliques, and 
position to apply pressure and stress to others. To be ‘seen’ with 
the right people and not shamed by being absent from an event. To be 
entrapped at a party and have one’s group drink alcohol to dull their 
abilities. To be detained from other business which allows the Heir to 
attend to their own.
In the 18th century, for a noble to lose face and be ridiculed could lead 
to ruin. However, if the Heir is caught at his own fête, he cannot escape 
the role of host without being ridiculed. Many people with psychologi-
cal trauma can often either avoid social gatherings, afraid to be seen and 
judged or overindulge in partying to help avoid intrusive thoughts and 
drown out their emotional pain.
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Recruit / Conscript 

‘A “just war” - if there could be such a thing - would not 
require conscription. Volunteers would be plentiful.’  

- Ben Salmon

This Forte represents the entrusted power of being able to 
draft and force people into public action, for the ‘greater 
good’. France did not start to use conscription for the army until 
after the French Revolution. However, the power to enlist ‘volunteers’ 
for search parties and similar did exist. To not go along would make one 
appear a coward, a traitor, a scoundrel, or worse. However, such power 
can be abused, and forcing people into situations that make them en-
counter extreme stress and be told to engage in ridiculous orders can lead 
them to harm. However, if the veteran is caught in his own dragnet, so 
too must he go along with the intense search, and perhaps face the ire of 
his own conscripts in the depths of Gévaudan. Many people with psy-
chological trauma often feel they are at the mercy of others, forced to do 
things against their will, such as being made to return to a workplace or 
other situation where they can be retraumatized. 

Ensnare / Snare 

‘He can best avoid a snare who knows how to set one.’  
- Publilius Syrus

This Forte represents the use of subtle physical threats and 
indirect corporeal hazards that can hamstring others who get 
in the way. In the 18th century, the use of physical force in ways 
today would be considered bullying and physical harassment were 
culturally seen to ‘toughen’ people and sadly those concepts still exist 
today, especially in certain front-line responder and healthcare profes-
sions. Being ‘accidentally’ shot at, narrowly dodging a swinging log trap, 
falling into snares, and having one’s camp destroyed can not only be in-
timidating but traumatizing. Worse, if some of these traps accidentally 
removed the animal companions of a hunter, this can truly cause mental 
anguish. The Forester who carelessly wanders into his own traps might 
just lose their own hound or steed.
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Shadow / Surveillance

‘Our society is not one of spectacle but of surveillance.’  
- Michel Foucault

This Forte represents the use of spying, information gather-
ing, snooping, and prying, to acquire sensitive information 
that can be used to exploit or humiliate others. One popular the-
ory of the roots of the modern ‘surveillance society’ we live in can be 
traced back to 18th Century France, where Michel Foucault expanded 
on the philosopher Bentham’s work on prisons as a metaphor of socie-
ty. The concept of being under surveillance ties also into being stalked. 
Being stalked and observed can often lead the target person to have 
psychological stress. From protracted passive harassment, fear of what 
the watchers want to do to the followed, to wondering who or what is 
behind the stalkers. The constant issues of feeling watched can lead to 
the classic symptoms of hypervigilance with people who develop a psy-
chological trauma disorder. The element of the unknown, of who, why 
and when, can greatly affect both men and women. Many of the issues 
discussed earlier in this document under Fear of the Unknown and the 
Intrigue aspects under Divided Loyalties tie into this game aspect. The 
Naturalist who falls into his own spy network has his own secrets dis-
covered, as working with unsavoury and shadowy characters often will 
lead to being betrayed!

J’accuse / Inquisition

‘In Italy, the Inquisition was condemning people to 
death until the end of the eighteenth century, and 

inquisitional torture was not abolished in  
the Catholic Church until 1816.’  

- Carl Sagan

This Forte represents the use of religious fervour and the belief 
in superstition to stir up anxiety and form mobs to pressure others. 
History is full of examples of people who interpret or take advantage 
of religions to persecute others to gain power. Even people of the same 
religion may become victims of those who can evoke fear of those who 
appear to be outliers of the ‘core’. Thus, it can also create psychological 
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trauma with moral injury, as previously described above. Examples dur-
ing the 18th century included the attacks on the Jesuits. Also, antisemi-
tism was sadly strong across Europe. Women could also be targeted, and 
although many of the witchcraft trials had died down by the time of the 
Beast, they had not yet ceased across Europe. Sometimes the fanatic can 
be hoisted by their own petard, in stirring up such panic in the populace 
that they may be seen as an agent of supernatural forces and burned on 
the pyres they originally built! 

Implicate / Treachery

‘The search for a scapegoat is the easiest  
of all hunting expeditions.’ 

- Dwight D. Eisenhower

This Forte represents the use of political traps, credit rating 
destruction, public shaming, and the spectre of treason to ma-
nipulate others. The use of political demonstrations and violence, 
economic pressures, and disrupting social supports can all lead to mental 
anguish. Being able to also frame individuals and groups as traitors to 
the Crown or other governmental forces can result in not only psycho-
logical trauma but imprisonment, as well as execution. In 18th Century 
France, the tensions between the Monarchy and the people was slowly 
building to the French Revolution. The Agent Provocateur who is not 
careful can end up being revealed as the instigator of woe and must then 
face the consequences of their actions.
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COUNTDOWN TO THE FINAL CONFRONTATION
‘Never confuse a single defeat with a final defeat.’  

- F. Scott Fitzgerald 

The gameplay of Beast of Gévaudan makes people decide on a balance 
between short term choices and long-term plans. 
Defining a fixed number of Rounds creates pressure. Players have a fi-
nite time frame to decide their course of action and must consider how 
to change their plans if things go awry. Setting a limit not only helps 
keep the game to a reasonable playing time but it also evokes a classic 
time stressor aspect. Worries about making the ‘correct’ move, being pre-
pared before the deadline, feeling trapped, all come with time pressures. 
People who have trauma issues often have extreme difficulty with time, 
forecasting and worrying too far into the future, versus dealing with the 
here and now, which is the time frame they actually have a modicum of 
control over.
This aspect dovetails with how the scarcity of resources is incorporat-
ed into the game. No matter how much Influence is accumulated, it is 
still finite, and can easily be misused. All supplies are also limited, and 
players are faced with the stress of wondering what supplies they might 
need, how much, or perhaps not needing them at all. This also ties into 
the mystery of preparing for the Beast at the end of the game, animal 
companions to offset Fear, and if it is better to just have fluid influence. 
Hoarding supplies can help block opposing players’ progress but may 
also cause one to lose the game due to having expended one’s limited 
supply of Influence. Anticipatory stress can cloud one’s judgement in 
taking the proper tactics and strategy to win the game.
The game is designed to also build dramatic tension to the Final Con-
frontation as well as the revelation of the Loyalty agendas, where the 
long-term planning may or may not finally come to fruition. Thus, there 
is no time to relax, which helps emulate the ongoing hypervigilance and 
sense of foreshortened future often associated with trauma conditions.
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IS MAGIC REAL? MAGICAL THINKING, BLESSED 
WEAPONS AND SUPERNATURAL BEASTS

‘Disbelief in magic can force a poor soul into  
believing in government and business.’  

- Tom Robbin

During gameplay, I am often asked why the Blessed Weapon does not 
add any extra bonuses beyond the Gilded one. The surface reason is 
that the Blessed Weapons do have a bonus: only they can harm a Su-
pernatural Beast. However, behind this choice is also the concept of 
when under high stress, a person may psychologically revert to magical 
thinking. Often, people who are about to face stressful situations such 
as high stakes gambling or final exams will rely on magical talismans, 
lucky charms, lucky t-shirts, and more to get them through. So, does 
the belief in a magical charm make it magic? The game is designed that 
75% of the time, the Beast is not magical, which could be interpreted 
as magic not existing during that playthrough. However, despite the 
odds, some players who have no knowledge of the nature of the Beast 
that they will face in the endgame may decide to buy a blessed weapon 

‘just in case’ the Beast is revealed as supernatural, despite it 
costing them more.

Psychological Trauma often shakes a person’s 
world view to cause existential and spiritual 
issues. It is not uncommon to have people 
believe they have been cursed from some 
unknown power. Of course, the oppo-
site of being cursed is being blessed, 
hence the inclusion of ‘blessed’ weap-
ons of possible magical properties, 
ready to be used to fight a Beast that 
may be symbolic of trauma itself.
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POST GAME PROMPT 
DEBRIEFING QUESTIONS

To enhance and enrich the game experience, it is recommended play-
ers take time to debrief the session (often with snacks!). In simulation 
and game-based education, taking time to process and allow deeper re-
flection is one of the key elements of experiential learning. It has been 
shown by employing such approaches in simulation training, that mea-
surable changes can be achieved in improving knowledge, skills, and val-
ues/attitudes. This game is not intended to be an actual healthcare train-
ing simulation, nor is it a therapeutic tool. However, the person who 
owns this game and has read this document for how the game is steeped 
in psychological trauma informed choice for developing its dynamics, 
choosing a few questions from below (2-3) after a session can lead to 
rich dialogue, with the material shared in this guide to be shared and 
considered. It is through such dialogue and reflection that stigma can 
be challenged, myths dispelled, and healthy attitudes to mental health 
be achieved. 

 † Do you have any general thoughts/feelings about the game 
experience?

 † How much did you think or feel you were able to control the 
outcome of the game? 

 † Did you feel any stress playing the game? If so, what was the 
stress from? (Competition? Time? Uncertainty? Something 
else?)

 † What did you think/feel was the most important approach to 
take to win the game? (Destroy the Beast? Manipulate the Of-
ficial Record? Ruin other player’s plans? Avoid danger? Some-
thing else?)

 † What are your thoughts on not knowing what the Beast was 
until it was researched or revealed at the end of the game? 

 † How did the inclusion of randomness (e.g. dice and mixed 
cards) affect the game? Did it add any stress at the times you 
rolled dice or drew cards?
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 † Between your secret Loyalty, allegiance to an Estate, and the 
Hunting Party, did you ever feel conflicted on what your pri-
orities should be?

 † What are your thoughts on the Official Record aspects of the 
game, in that it shifts depending on how players decide to ma-
nipulate it back and forth?

 † What value, if any, was afforded by holding the First Player 
Privilege?

 † Was there any sense of feeling ganged up on during the game?
 † Did you read any of the text on the cards to learn more about 

the background of the Beast and all the deaths and injuries that 
occurred over the time it rampaged?

 † Although based in the 18th century, do you think any of the 
dynamics of the game (e.g. influence, narrative control, deal-
ing with unknowns) reflect or have relevance in today’s society?

 † What are your thoughts/feelings on developing penalties for 
accumulating Fear?

 † Where did you feel your hunting party was safest in terms of 
locations? Did you ever feel 100% safe?

 † What are your thoughts/feelings on the use of the animal com-
panions? If you lost any, how did that impact anything, if at all?

 † What are your thoughts/feelings on the use of the Allies? If you 
lost any, how did that impact anything, if at all?

 † How did the use of Fortes influence the game play?
 † What was the chief thing you learned from this experience?
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FURTHER RESOURCES
https://www.samhsa.gov/node/669352
http://www.ptsdassociation.com
http://www.trauma-ptsd.com/en/ressources
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/post-traumatic-stress-disor-
der-ptsd/index.shtml
https://adaa.org/understanding-anxiety/
posttraumatic-stress-disorder-ptsd/resources
https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-families/ptsd
https://www.camh.ca/en/health-info/
mental-illness-and-addiction-index/posttraumatic-stress-disorder
https://homewoodhealth.com/individuals/clinics/treatment/
mississauga-trauma-information
https://nsd.on.ca

FEEDBACK IS ALWAYS WELCOME!
Hounds & Jackals always appreciates constructive and relevant feed-
back to the materials it produces. Feedback allows the review and up-
dating and enhancing of material, which Hounds & Jackals will use 
when releasing future versions of games and supporting materials, or 
the creation of additional supplements. Contact us at:

info@houndsandhjackals.ca
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